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The kids and teacher of Because of Mr. Terupt are back in this warm-hearted sequel.Fifth-grade

was full of unforgettable events for Mr. Terupt and his class at Snow Hill School. Seven students

were particularly affected by Mr. Terupt. Now those seven students are back, and they've been

granted the rare opportunity to send one more year with their beloved teacher before they graduate

from elementary school. Peter's parents expect him to attend private school after sixth-grade, but

Peter has plans to stay right where he is. Eager to grow up, Alexia gets in over her head with some

older kids. Danielle suspects that her family is keeping a secret from her, and she's determined to

find out what it is. Jeffrey makes a life-changing discovery. Curious about her teacher's past,

Jessica uncovers startling details about Mr. Terupt. Anna finally decides she's ready for the truth

about her absent dad. And Luke's keen observations lead to questions with unexpected

answers.Â It's a roller coaster of a year as Mr. Terupt helps his students be the best they can

beâ€”and enlists their help to pull off an extra-special project. But will there be a happy ending for

all?"This sequel can be read on its own. Moving and real."--Kirkus Reviews"A skillful meshing of

characters and story lines makes for another great read."--School Library JournalFrom the

Hardcover edition.
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If you haven't yet read Because of Mr. Terupt, stop right now and go read it. It's a genuine

out-of-the-park home run. Plus, I'm going to ruin everything for you below. **Spoilers are

coming!**The mere existence of a second book takes some of the wind out of the sails if you

haven't yet read the first. In fact, I'd advise not giving them at the same time as a gift. If kids know

there's another book, they know the ending to the first one. Yep, he survives and there is a happy

ending. Whle this might seem like a foregone conclusion, Buyea's first book didn't assure any such

thing - one of things that made it great.The kids in Mr. Terupt's class have grown a year on the

calendar and even more through their experiences. They're now in sixth grade, a time of great

change for kids today. The boys are learning to channel their energy and anger, the girls are

developing and starting to think about boys and there's plenty of trouble to go around.Lexie

succumbs to peer pressure as she tries to fit in with a group of older kids, Peter is having trouble

keeping his fists to himself, Danielle faces troubles on the farm as well as the arrival of her period,

about which she has been told nothing. Mr. Terupt ably and aptly helps each of his charges through

their time of turmoil and also explains a bit of himself as well.The fixing here is a little too neat,

Terupt is a little too much of a superhero, and no 12 year old's life works out quite so easily when

fistfights and drinking are involved. While I enjoyed this book a great deal, it is a bit less realistic

than the first in that way.
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